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Rod Phillips

Sleeplessly
Optimistic

N

amed iHeartMedia Country format captain in August 2015, Rod Phillips
accepted his new role in conjunction with the company’s introduction of the
iHeartCountry brand. As a Regional SVP/Programming, Phillips worked with
dozens of Country stations and was the driving force behind the
decision to move The Bobby Bones Show into the
format. Now settled in his new role and living in
Nashville, he’s focused on the still-young iHeartCountry
brand’s growth, a unique opportunity to drive listeners
to the company’s new subscription on-demand streaming offerings and finding a way to not lose sleep while
supporting a lot of Country stations.

CA: Seventeen months in, what’s a day in the life of Rod Phillips like?
RP: It’s an interesting balance between ultimately overseeing 149 radio stations – the core of our business
– and helping to manage our partnerships with labels and clients. Because I’m a programmer, it starts
with having successful radio stations. We’ve also realized, in a great way, that succeeding together
is our best shot, so being open and
transparent with our label partners
and clients is typically our best
road to success. Managing that
so we can move products along is a balancing act in an age when the phone’s always on
and emails keep coming. My daily focus is to improve what we already have. If we have
stations that are in need of a ratings lift, that’s our focus. Then we also have to maintain
the brands that are performing great.

THE INTERVIEW

How does it break out between dealing with the flood coming in versus actively
implementing plans?
It’s really the stuff that needs an immediate answer versus the bigger picture. And that’s
a 50-50 balance. You have to attack the things that are in front of you, but also make sure
our strategy is in play, particularly among radio stations that are in a competitive battle
or trying to get from a 10 to a 12 share. Do we have the plan and is it being executed?
Obviously you worked with Country in your role as a Regional VP/Programming, but
what have you learned about the format since you’ve been in the captain’s chair?
This isn’t a surprise, but in a format that truly is 25-54, you have the younger end coming
to the format and you have to appeal to the older end that’s probably been there for a
while. You have to be very focused on those two pieces to regenerate audience without
pushing out the older end to make that happen. That’s the biggest challenge we have,
especially coming out of a couple years ago when Country was getting a lot of credit for an
18-34 surge.
You talk about regenerating audience, but what about regenerating the artist base?
Country can’t develop stars at other formats as Pop and AC do.
I was well aware [of that dynamic]. Being in a format having such a staple of heritage stars
who continue to release relevant music is a great benefit. We also try to find a way for the upand-comers to become the future of the format. It’s absolutely much harder to manage those two
worlds as a [Country] programmer. Similar to the 25-54 balance, you don’t want Tim McGraw going
away – he has plenty of hits still in him. At the same time, Cole Swindell is coming up behind him with
six No. 1s in a row and that’s terrific for our future. Having both is great right now.
The iHeartCountry brand team beyond yourself includes Steve Geofferies, Gator Harrison, Chad
Heritage and Gregg Swedberg. How do the five of you work together.
First, they’re a great team for bouncing around thoughts and ideas, and we do that on a regular basis.
Nothing is decided by one person, I just have the privilege of overseeing it. They all have great history in the
format, operate in different-sized markets and have different radio stations in terms of morning shows and
talent. That’s invaluable. From there, we have 149 stations and their many platforms, plus integration with the
iHeartRadio app. And each of them do have jobs in addition to [iHeartCountry] responsibilities on a weekly
basis. Gregg handles some lists, Gator handles communication and we all work with different radio stations as a
resource. If a station has a need or needs a check-up, we can find somebody to come in and provide support.
How much are you and the brand team, as programmers, integrated into working with clients?
We are involved in the big client partnership opportunities. I personally handle most of those in terms of
representative for iHeartCountry, but the effort extends beyond the brand team. Jackie Tigue is based in
Nashville and doing artist relations for national programming – Marissa Morris’s team. Zack Massey is on
the digital team and we have other folks who are directly attached to the iHeartCountry brand, any of
whom could be in communication or helping lead progress on client initiatives. Our No. 1 job as
programmers is growing ratings, and right next to that is growing revenue. We are all in the
revenue business.
How well is the brand working as envisioned and how much more is there to do to get to
where you want it?
We’re in growth mode for sure. I said at [iHeartCountry’s recent label summit] that this brand is
only 17 months old, very early in terms of launching this under the iHeartRadio umbrella. We’ve grown awareness
of the brand and grown the team, but we have visions far exceeding where we are now. We have lots of plans to continue to
make iHeartCountry mean more to the consumer, and when iHeartCountry means more, local radio stations that are attached
perceptually also get a lift.
What was your message to labels during the summit? What was their message to you?
Our focus was on how the iHeartMedia ecosystem is growing. We have a lot of assets our partners can pull on, and we’re
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growing those with iHeartRadio Plus and iHeartRadio All Access. It’s a clear gateway for
expanded content and a deeper connection to our listeners, giving them access to music
whenever and however they want it.
The labels’ focus was on their priorities, musically, going into this year. We’ve done
these for several years and they’re catching their groove in focusing on a couple projects
they want our programmers
to know are coming. The
stable of new artists and
established artists with big
projects is terrific. Our programmers are genuinely excited about the music coming in 2017.

THE INTERVIEW

With the numbers showing Country listeners are a little later to the
subscription streaming game, could iHeart be a big player in bringing that
audience into that marketplace?
This is literally game-changing. iHeartRadio is a massive extension of listener
attachment to the brands they listen to, and the only digital music service combining
discovery, music collections and the companionship of live radio. We’re truly making
radio interactive. And as you point out, we’re bringing digital music services to the
mass market – including the 84% of iHeartRadio users who don’t have an on-demand
subscription service. Figure in our terrestrial listening – a quarter-billion listeners a
month – and we’re in a unique position to drive awareness and usage on a national
scale. And that’s certainly the case in Country.
We’ve come out of a year and half, maybe more, of soft research for current music.
Where are we right now as a format with music?
We had a year where a lot of artists broke out – Chris Lane, Tucker Beathard, Brett
Young – and it was also steeped with Keith Urban, Carrie Underwood, Blake Shelton,
Luke Bryan, Tim McGraw, Miranda Lambert. To me, that’s a great recipe for growth.
When you hear talk about the format being
soft, we have lots of radio stations that would
tell you that’s crazy. Stations that have seen
year-over-year ratings increases and are set
up to do even better in 2017. I’m an optimist,
but I’m also here to look at it objectively. I
firmly believe 2017 is absolutely set up to be a
growth year.

“

hoping that we’d get back. Some would make it and some wouldn’t.
What I would call it is a potential opportunity. What you’re seeing is more
programmers looking for those. PDs make changes all the time, they just aren’t really
that evident to the average listener. We think we make major changes, but have you done
something to change the sound of your station? We felt confident that, because KNIX is
the heritage Country in Phoenix, its longtime listeners wanted a different music mix. We
still play plenty of new music, but it’s focused on how you brand the music.
Someone said to me a station doesn’t give something up to its competitor – like the
Hot New Country position – unless it thinks that position isn’t valuable anymore.
It’s a great point. What do you have a chance to go get, and what are you willing to give
up? That could be very different in Phoenix than it is in Cleveland or Jacksonville.
Lauren Alaina was the most recent On The Verge Artist and Luke Combs was just
announced as the next. Any changes to On The Verge, World Premieres or other
platform-wide programs?
By and large operating as we have for years. Each station’s individual, minimum
commitment was raised for On The Verge, so that we could get a better read on whether
the song is a hit. We just needed a broader look and extended the length of time we say
an artist is On The Verge. There’s probably not a better example than Lauren, an artist
listeners don’t know well yet, and maybe wouldn’t have gone far enough to see if she
had a hit. She’s testing great, in the top 15 and it will be a lot bigger than that.
Bringing Bobby Bones into the format was your brainchild, and he’s been a
polarizing figure in some ways, which is maybe what you want out of a morning
radio show. Looking back, has that journey met your expectations?
Four years in some ways seems really fast and in some ways went by really slow. We
took a personality with unlimited potential and moved him into a different format. I
don’t know that there’s another great example
of that. In almost every way, it has exceeded our
expectations. The show is on 98 radio stations,
the most-syndicated Country [morning] show
we’ve ever seen. What we know about listener
passion for the show is unparalleled. Then you
see what the Bobby Bones brand is able to
do outside of radio. He took iHeart’s “we are
a media company” approach to another level
and said, “Watch this.” He’s on tour with his
band, has a book, he’s on TV and great at social
media. He’s just a great example of taking a brand and extending it beyond a radio
station because listeners are out there as well.
And talk about making friends for life – letting listeners see you, touch you, feel you in
all these ways. That makes the radio show stronger. I can tell you we are truly in a better
position with those stations with a morning show listeners are attached to. Morning show
attachment is what is most sticky for the listener, and maybe more important to the format
than 10 or 15 years ago. Middays are still incredibly important and we are an at-work
format, but the morning show is as important as we’ve ever experienced.

I’m an optimist, but I’m also
here to look at it objectively. I firmly
believe 2017 is absolutely set
up to be a growth year.

Across the format, ratings have certainly
been more down than up. In addition to
questioning current music, there’s been a reevaluation of gold, as well. Did we
swing too far away in the rush for 18-34? Are gold titles testing better?
I don’t know that gold scores grew as much as they’ve always been strong. It’s a matter
of a balance. Some PDs sensing softness will play proven hits and there’s obviously
some legitimacy to that. Other stations are in more of a new country attack mode and
may lean toward new music. Too often, we just want the answer, but it’s not one size
fits all. To the point that some stations would say, “There’s no way Country is down,”
is it a matter of stations or the format underperforming? Nobody can answer that purely
because you don’t know. We have a higher number of healthy and growing Country
stations than stations with soft ratings. We don’t see a speed bump here. We see a flatter
road, an ability to start going downhill and growing TSL in 2017.
Great point that there may not be global answers, but it is interesting that amidst
discussion about soft currents and the success of WSM-FM/Nashville with a
gold hybrid, KNIX/Phoenix has shifted its playlist. PD Steve Geofferies has even
brought back Tim Hattrick to mornings. When was the last time a station said,
“We need to get older?” Could that be forerunner of a trend?
I hesitate to call it a trend. It’s just a great example that there isn’t one answer. If
everyone decided to do what Steve’s doing, we’d be in a ship out in the ocean just
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”

Bringing in the Bones show could be seen as a nod to the 18-34 demo at a time
when Country was getting hotter with a younger audience. Is there an evolution for
the show if the format is refocusing 25-54? Is that discussed or even in progress?
We certainly didn’t start saying, “We are now an 18 to 34 morning show for this
format.” We knew that was an easier way in because it naturally matched the
lifestyle of the people on the show. Four years in, the show has Eddie, who is
married with kids, Lunchbox has gotten married, Amy’s always been married and
is adopting children, and Bobby has a girlfriend. If we were a little too young for
someone who is 48 or 52, four years later we’re really not. It’s not the lifestyle of
being younger and going out all the time. We knew from the beginning we had to be

sensitive to listeners with kids or even grandkids. Now, it’s easy to say the show is
maturing with the audience. We have more storylines than ever and we didn’t have
to focus it [that direction]. It happened naturally. That just gives us more confidence
we are in growth mode.
And hopefully cementing relationships with those young listeners who are now
moving deeper into that 25-54 just like they are...
Yeah, they’re in a great spot. It’s been said 20-somethings want what 30-somethings
have. So you don’t have to be 20 to appeal to a 20-year-old. And then, quite honestly,
40-somethings want what
30-somethings have
because none of us feel
like we’re quite getting
that old. So they’re in a great pocket, right in the center of the demo, and it’s just, again,
another reason we feel great about this year and what’s coming.

THE INTERVIEW

As you said, there are a lot of places where the Bones show is super solid. There are
also some markets where the show hasn’t taken off or it’s been a harder recovery
shifting out of whatever they previously had in mornings. Have you learned
anything about places where a national morning show works and a national
morning show doesn’t?
It’s never our intent to say there is a one-size-fits-all. There are markets where it
hasn’t succeeded at the same level as others. One market where Bobby has been on
for a couple of years was just not where we anticipated, the most recent book saw an
incredible jump. Is that the new reality? That will play itself out.
This is an example of how our company works. We love national scale with
local execution and local integration. Bobby and the team travel [frequently] to
be attached to the communities they’re in. That doesn’t mean we need the show in
every market. We have great morning shows on big radio stations. The morning
show on WQIK/Jacksonville is a very successful model. They are Jacksonville. All
of which makes you more dynamic. If we put this show everywhere then we are one
thing. That one thing has worked incredibly well, but we like to be more diverse
than that. And we respect that a show or station with a successful model does not
necessarily have to change.
In some cases, we did [make changes]
moving morning shows to afternoon drive,
and we’re in a better position in [both].
Great! There’s also a huge opportunity
for shows in Cleveland, Columbus
and Chicago to continue to be part of
the iHeartCountry platform handling
everything their communities need and
entertaining their audience.
Is there a time-out? Would you ever say,
“We took a good long run and can’t get a
national show to work here”?
As of the four-year mark, whether it’s an
iHeart affiliate or another company, nobody
has said, “Okay, we’re done.” That’s
primarily because you’ve got most markets
in growth mode or high ratings. The ones that
aren’t, they feel the show. We’ve rarely seen a
show research with this kind of passion from
listeners. When you have that on your radio
station, there’s no PD that doesn’t sense it.
There may not be an answer to this question
until we’re in year five, six or seven.
You have to get to the point of recall.
Absolutely.

“

What about Nashville? You feel settled in?
At the risk of sounding like I work for the Chamber of Commerce, I have lived a lot
of places and have never felt more comfortable, at home and integrated as quickly
as I have here. That extends to every member of my family. We’ve found home. And
that’s with Nashville being one of the fastest-growing towns in the country. I don’t
like that part because I hate traffic. Despite that, it is truly our favorite place and
we’re not leaving.
From a professional side, those who now work with me have been terrific in learning
our vision and goals, then finding how we get to the end-game together. We may not go
down the exact same road – and we shouldn’t – but as long as we meet at home, then
we’re probably going to be in a better space.
It really is all sunshine and roses, I have to say, from a professional and personal
standpoint. The last 18 months couldn’t have gone better if I wrote the book myself.
And I got a page in Bobby’s book, so there’s that! With iHeartCountry still being a
young brand, there are some really exciting years ahead.
Being a programmer in Nashville means risking immersion in music business
priorities and forgetting there’s more to the audience than the folks on a few
blocks around the station. As a national programmer, I would imagine that pull
is even stronger. How are you navigating the Music Row bubble?
There’s no doubt you have to manage that, professionally, when you’re attached in
Nashville. WSIX has had an incredible list of PDs through the years and is now in
the best position we can be in with Gator
Harrison. He and I are in lock step about
this. We are fully motivated to be good
partners. We are also fully motivated to
appeal to that listener in Franklin who
doesn’t drive into the city much, doesn’t
really understand the record business,
doesn’t really care and just wants their
favorite country music. Gator is the perfect
person to ground the radio station and
not get caught up in showcases and No.
1 parties. You can hear that in the change
he’s made in branding the station to the
market as well.

If the Bones Show was a little too
young for someone who is 48 or 52,
four years later we’re really not.
It happened naturally.

What a story Chicago’s been. Did you
expect it to go as well as it has? What
have you learned?
Well, we always want it to go that well. Do
we expect it? We know heritage stations
are very tough to take on in this format.
Listeners are very loyal. If our goal was
to cut a radio station in half immediately,
we clearly succeeded. We wanted to build another Country option that would grow
over time, and obviously we want to win every battle. What has to happen now is one
of them has to win out. I give [PD] Steve Stewart and that team total credit for what
they’ve been able to do in a very competitive battle.
I lived in Chicago for six years and totally get what [CBS Radio’s WUSN] does. They
were the Country station and had as much of a local Chicago brand as anybody. For
listeners to be willing to try something else that quickly was, I have to be honest, a little
surprising. Now we’re in a position where we have the more heritage morning show, a
couple of years of history with Country listeners and Steve is highly promotionally active.
We are very confident we can be the Country leader.
Does success there give you or the company confidence to look at some other
markets where a launch might work?
We definitely have those conversations. This is where I have to thank [iHeartMedia
CEO] Bob Pittman and [President/National Programming Platforms] Tom Poleman for
being so committed to Country. It’s our biggest format in number of stations and one
of our biggest audience formats. We always want to grow that. If we see an opportunity
like Chicago, I’m sure we would jump. Not all of them have been Chicago, so you’ll
have your wins and your losses, but we have as high a focus on Country as we ever
have. We didn’t start the iHeartCountry brand by mistake. No other formats have that
branding within the company. We dominate the country landscape now, but know we
can grow.

There’s always the hope that signing on a competitor will grow Country share in a
market. That doesn’t seem to happen, does it?
It usually grows by some margin, and in Chicago it hasn’t grown at all. That’s more
surprising than if we’d seen it grow at some level. Is it going to grow from a six share
to a 10 share market? No. But if a six can go to a seven and we have five, we’re in. That
doesn’t always work, but that’s the goal, especially within the first couple of years. But
it doesn’t impede our thought process of expanding into a new market.
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Widening out from iHeart a bit, how do you see Country as a format and genre
relative to other formats? And how are we doing, in terms of Country’s place in the
overall media and radio landscape?
The variety of sound is a good thing and probably brings in more cume as people at
least try out the format. Where we’ve been limited and surprised is how rarely other
formats grab Country crossovers. We’ve seen that come and go through the years, but I
could list any number of artists who are likely playable on adult CHRs or Hot ACs. You
don’t see a huge attraction or implementation of that. Some Country PDs would tell you
that’s how they want it. I see it quite the opposite and believe it helps our format when
others want your product.

”

Has it been difficult to find your own
balance with that?
I’d probably be lying to some degree if I said
it’s been no problem. Certainly, it’s fascinating
and amazing to know folks and build
relationships, but you do have to occasionally
check yourself. My No. 1 goal is to help 149
radio stations be as big as they can in the
ratings. That really is it. Sometimes that aligns
perfectly with what Music Row would need,
and sometimes it doesn’t. And the great thing
is, we have a lot of really smart executives
in Nashville who understand that. They have
a job to do to push as hard as they can and
they know we have a job to do to protect the
balance of our product.

What’s the hardest part of your gig?
When you have so many stations, they’re
not all going to succeed at the same time.
While I’m an eternal optimist, it’s the
five, or six, or seven projects that aren’t
going as we intended that drive me crazy. We may have a full roster of stations doing
incredibly well and we think we are strategic enough to take those best practices and
use them everywhere. When it doesn’t work, I truly still feel for that PD who isn’t
getting where they need to go. You take a harder hit on the ones that don’t go the way
you want than you are able to celebrate the wins. We love to celebrate wins and we
have more wins than losses, but the losses hurt so bad that the job’s never done. Same
thing when I used to be on the air. I could have breaks I felt good about, but the one
that went so bad I got hot and sweaty in the studio, you just don’t get over that.
What’s the best part?
Considering how many PDs, MDs and personalities we work with, this is still a very family
environment. When I am in touch with a radio station there is no hesitancy for a PD to jump
in and have a conversation. None. It’s a very collaborative group. In our company there’s
an assumption that PDs will all talk to each other, but in our format we have just another
level of communication and interaction. The best part is when we have a summit with 50
programmers and on their way out of town they’re shooting me a text, calling, sending an
email – saying thanks or congrats on the event or continuing the discussion. It’s very much a
community, as Country radio is as a whole. That’s why it feels personal.
Final thoughts?
I hope we don’t get too caught up in what cycle of ratings we may be in. Hey, I can
put my big boy pants on and say, “Do we have a softness in the format?” The optimist
kicks in and tells me if you had [stations with down ratings], that’s your opportunity
to go the other way. What’s impeding that? Typically it’s as much about the morning
show or the attention to execution as it is anything else. There’s all kinds of things
that go into it beyond whether the music is strong enough to the average consumer.
Personally, I like the music a lot. As much as it’s tempting to focus on what’s down,
we can also spotlight the positive and point to stations that have far exceeded their
ratings goals. Somebody should tell [WQIK/Jacksonville PD] Cindy Spicer the
music’s soft. She’ll smack you.
CAC

“CT40 with Bob Kingsley is one reason why
99-5 The Wolf is The Most Listened to Country
station in America! Number One in all major
demographics persons 18-49/persons 25-54”
Mac Daniels, Program Director, KPLX/Dallas, TX

“Bob and CT40 have been a consistent
winner on WCTK for more than 25 years. If it’s
Sunday morning in New England, it’s Bob
Kingsley on Cat Country 98.1”
Bob Walker, VP Programming, WCTK/Providence, RI

“Anyone can count down songs, but not
everyone can paint a picture by the way
they tell a story about an artist quite the way
Bob does week in and week out. He’s been
on B-105/WUBE for decades now and is a
perfect complement for Sunday mornings.”
Grover Collins, Program Director, WUBE/Cincinnati, OH

“Bob Kingsley is the Country Standard, period.
No one is more admired and respected from
all sides of Nashville.”
Tom Hanrahan, Area SVPP, WDXB/Birmingham, AL

"Bob Kingsley's CT40 is a Sunday morning
tradition at 106-5 WYRK! Weekends wouldn't be
the same without Bob counting down the hits."
Wendy Lynn, Brand Manager, WYRK/Buffalo, NY

For more information, contact Shawn Studer
at shawn@ct40.com or 817-599-4099, x2238

When only

the best
will do…

Bob Kingsley’s
Country Top 40
continues to attract
and engage loyal
listeners nationwide.
Find out what it can
do for your station.

